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AQUAMAN AND AQUALAD

WHAT IS THE SECRET MOTIVE BEHIND THE MENACING MISSIONS WHICH SEND AQUAMAN, SLEUTH OF THE SEVEN SEAS, AND HIS CONSTANT COMPANION, AQUALAD, IN QUEST OF STRANGE RELICS? TO SAVE THE LIVES OF INNOCENT SEAMEN, THE AQUATIC ADVENTURERS RISK THEIR OWN WHEN THEY TRY TO LEARN THE SECRET OF...

CAPTAIN SYKES' DEADLY MISSIONS
ONE DAY, AS AQUAMAN, SLEUTH OF THE SEAS, AND HIS YOUNG COMPANION, AQUALAD, WEARYLY REIN UP THEIR MARITIME MOUNTS...

IT'S NO USE, AQUAMAN! WE'VE LOOKED EVERYWHERE, INCLUDING UNDERWATER, FOR THAT MISSING CARGO SHIP-- BUT NOT A SIGN OF IT.

WELL-- IT DIDN'T SINK-- AND IT COULDN'T HAVE VANISHED, SO IT MUST BE SOMEPLACE-- MAYBE THAT SHIP OVER THERE SPOTTED IT. LET'S FIND OUT!

AS THEY APPROACH THE VESSEL...

GREAT GUPPIES! THIS IS THE CRAZIEST-LOOKING SHIP I EVER SAW! AQUAMAN!

SHH! THERE'S THE CAPTAIN! LET'S BOARD AND HAVE A TALK WITH HIM!

AQUAMAN AND AQUALAD! I'M CAPTAIN SYKES OF THE S.S. SEAHAWK! ANYTHING I CAN DO FOR YOU?

JUST TELL US IF YOU'VE SEEN ANYTHING OF A CARGO SHIP CALLED THE VULCAN, CAPTAIN!

AYE-- THAT I HAVE! IN FACT, ME HEARTIES-- I CAPTURED IT!

YOU WHAT--?

YOU HEARD CORRECT! I CAPTURED THE VULCAN-- HERE'S THE SHIP'S LOG TO PROVE IT! AND I'VE GOT IT WELL UDP!

YOU PIRATE! YOU'D BETTER TELL US WHERE, OR--!

HOLD ON! DON'T FORGET, I'VE GOT THE VULCAN'S CREW TOO-- AND IF YOU DON'T WANT ANY HARM TO COME TO THEM, YOU MUST DO EXACTLY AS I SAY!
ER--WHAT IS IT YOU WANT US TO DO, SIXES?

NOW YOU'RE TALKING! I WANT YOU TO RECOVER TWO RARE RELICS OF THE SEA-- TO ADD TO MY MARITIME COLLECTION! BUT I WARN YOU-- THESE MISSIONS WILL TAX THE SKILL OF EVEN THE GREAT AQUAMAN!!

THE FIRST RELIC IS AN ANCIENT PIRATE CHEST! "X" MARKS THE SPOT ON THIS MAP WHERE YOU CAN LOCATE IT-- IN ONE OF THE MOST TREACHEROUS DEPTHS OF THE SEVEN SEAS!! WILL YOU FETCH IT FOR ME?

WE HAVE NO CHOICE, CAPTAIN SIXES-- IF WE'RE TO SAVE THE LIVES OF THE VULCAN'S CREW-- COME ON, AQUALAD!

HA, HA; I'VE HIRED MYSELF THE BEST DEEP-SEA DIVERS IN ANY OCEAN!

AND, AS THE AQUATIC ADVENTURERS SPEED OFF TO CARRY OUT THEIR FIRST MISSION...

THAT SIXES SURE IS A CRAZY CHARACTER TO GO TO SUCH A LOT OF TROUBLE, JUST TO GET HOLD OF AN OLD PIRATE CHEST!

WELL, LET'S TRY AND BRING IT BACK AS FAST AS WE CAN, AQUALAD!

BUT, WHEN THEY ARRIVE AT THEIR UNDERWATER DESTINATION...

SUFFERING SARDINES! ACCORDING TO THE "X" ON THE MAP, THE PIRATE'S CHEST IS LOCATED IN DEAD CENTER OF THIS CORAL MOUNTAIN! HOW WILL WE EVER GET IT OUT?

NOT WITHOUT SOME POWERFUL HELP, I'M AFRAID!

SHORTLY AS AQUAMAN USES HIS AMAZING ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE WITH FISH BY TELEPATHY...

AND HERE COMES OUR UNDERSEA WORK GANG NOW!
AQUAMAN

Before long, as the finny "sand hogs" go into action...

The hatchet fish are chopping big chunks of coral away! We'll have our tunnel in no time!

Yes--and the swordfish are doing their share, too!

I ordered these other fish to carry away the debris, Aqualad!

Deeper and deeper into the coral mountain delve the undersea tunnelers, until...

There's only a thin wall separating us from the hollow cavern where the chest is, Aquaman! Right! I've commanded the porcupine fish to smash through it! Aqualad, you'd better get out of the way!

But, as the fish obediently shatters the brittle coral wall...

Jumping jellyfish! There was a strange gas locked up in the cavern!
AND NEXT MOMENT...

LOOK, AQUAMAN-- THE GOOSEFISH, COWFISH AND PORCUPINE FISH ARE GETTING BIGGER!

...AND BIGGER...

AND BIGGER! IT MUST'VE BEEN THOSE GAS FUMES!

COME ON, AQUALAD! LET'S MAKE TRACKS OUT OF HERE!

BUT, WHEN THEY TRY TO ESCAPE THE SCALEY GIANTS...

YES... AND IT'S MADE THEM HOSTILE, TOO! THEY'RE COMING AFTER US!

WE CAN'T AQUALAD! THE GOOSEFISH HAS CUT US OFF!
SUDDENLY...
I'VE GOT TO SAVE AQUAMAN! I'LL DRAW THEM OFF FROM HIM, AND THEN...

AQUALAD!
KEEP AWAY FROM THOSE FUMES IN THE HOLLOW, OR... OR...

THEY'RE CLOSING IN ON US, AQUAMAN! WE'LL NEVER GET OUT OF THIS!
STEADY, AQUALAD!

BUT, AS AQUALAD IGNORES THE GRIM WARNING...

AND, TENSE MOMENTS, LATER...

OH, NO! NOW AQUALAD IS GROWING GIANT-SIZED.

AQUALAD DELIBERATELY SWAM INTO THOSE FUMES SO HE COULD TAKE CARE OF THE HOSTILE FISH!
Moving at blinding speed, the Sea King eludes the lunges of Aqualad, until...

Great Neptune! But now he's coming after me, too!

The giant fish are still blocking the exit—and Aqualad is blocking me into a corner!

But just as the Sea King seems doomed, the last of the fumes filter out of the hollow, and...

Phew! The effects of those fumes were only temporary! Aqualad and the fish are returning to normal!

Wow! I'm sure glad I'm coming back to normal!

So am I! But let's get hold of that chest now!

Golly! It almost seems as if someone had purposely done all this to protect the chest!

Shortly...

Yes—and what's more, the chest is made of some unknown hard substance I've never seen before... but let's deliver it to Sykes!
Ah, me hearties—so you've brought me the prize! Excellent! Excellent!

And now you must bring me the second relic—a rare shell which gives off a strange, wailing sound! I've marked its location on a map too!

Hmm... looks as if we're headed for an island this time!

Yes... but take warning! No one who has ever tried to enter the jungle island has lived to tell the tale!

Don't worry, Sykes! We'll do our best to stay alive... let's go, Aquaman!

And so as the daring duo of the Deep Races off on their second mission...

What I can't figure out, Aquaman, is why these two relics were so well guarded!

I've got a hunch we'll find out sooner or later!

That must be the island we're looking for, Aquaman! But no one seems to be guarding it as far as I can see!

Keep your fingers crossed, Aquaman!
But, as they start to ride the breakers in...

Aquaman: Gulp! A—a sea serpent!

And it's coming straight at us!

Head back to sea, Aqualad!

It's—it's no use, Aquaman! It's catching up to us!

Continued in Chapter 2
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All set for your skin-diving, Ollie?

Ollie

Sure! My rubber suit, mask, air tank—

Now, my flippers.

Well, let's go. Say—what is that?

A life preserver. I don't know how to swim!

END
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Your reckless friend is no match for the sea serpent! He is doomed!

The aquatic aces display amazing skill and daring in order to step foot on the forbidden land, only to face certain death when they become...

Prisoners of Pecos Island
THE DESPERATE DUO SWIMS AWAY AT DAZZLING SPEED, BUT...

IT'S--IT'S GOING TO LEAP ON US, AQUAMAN!

THEN, TO THEIR AMAZEMENT...

GREAT WAVES! THE SEA SERPENT STOOD COLD IN ITS TRACKS--JUST WHEN IT ALMOST HAD US!

WHAT I'D LIKE TO KNOW IS--HOW'RE WE GOING TO GET PAST THAT MARITIME MONSTER?

HMM... IT SEEMS TO TAKE NO NOTICE OF THE FISH SWIMMING NEAR IT--AND THAT GIVES ME AN IDEA!

MINUTES LATER...

WHY--YOU'VE SUMMONED HUNDREDS OF FISH! WHAT'S THE IDEA, AQUAMAN?

YOU'LL SOON FIND OUT!

AND AS THE SEA KING ISSUES ANOTHER TELEPATHIC COMMAND....

THERE! THE FISH HAVE FORMED THEMSELVES INTO A LONG TUNNEL LEADING STRAIGHT TO THE ISLAND'S SHORE! LET'S GO, AQUALAD!
Unseen by the lurking sea serpents, the Aquatic Adventurers swim through the fish-tunnel, until...

AQUAMAN AND AQUALAD RETREAT FROM THE BANKS, AND...

No, but look—it's wrecking those small fishing boats—and the docks!

RELAX, AQUALAD! It's not following us inland!

WE MADE IT!

Yes—But that monster has spotted us—and it's heading for shore!

Hmmm... I wonder who owns those boats and docks? And how did they get here?

SUDDENLY... SEIZE THE TRESPASSERS! By landing on Recos Island, they have enraged the sea serpent, causing it to destroy our property.

Into the dungeon with them!

Sufferin' sardines, if—if we're forced to stay out of water for more than an hour, we'll die!
YOU MUST LET US GO! WE ONLY CAME HERE TO GET A MAGIC SHELL GIVING OFF A STRANGE, WAILING SOUND!

WHAT?? YOU DARE TO COME HERE TO TAKE AWAY OUR MAGIC SHELL?.. BRING THEM TO THE TEMPLE!

SHORTLY AT A CRUDE TEMPLE INLAND...

THIS SHELL... IT HAS THE SAME MARKINGS WE SAW ON THE PIRATE CHEST, AQUALAD!

THE WAILING SOUND OF OUR MAGIC SHELL KEEPS THE SEA SERPENT OFF OUR ISLAND, AND ENABLES US TO USE THE COASTAL WATERS SAFELY!

THE ANCIENT WIZARD WHO PLACED THE SHELL HERE, CREATED THE SEA SERPENT TO GUARD THE ISLAND, PREVENTING ANYBODY FROM ENTERING OR LEAVING IT!

WHAT A SPOT! WE NOT ONLY ANGERED THE SERPENT--BUT THEY CONSIDER US EVIL MEN WHO WANT TO REMOVE THEIR MAGIC PROTECTION!

LISTEN--I HAVE MAGIC POWERS OF THE SEA MYSELF! IF YOU WILL FREE ME, I WILL GET RID OF THAT MONSTER FOR YOU FOREVER!

IMPOSSIBLE!

WAIT! IF THE BOASTFUL FOOL WISHES TO RISK HIS LIFE, LET HIM! WE WILL HOLD THE LAD AS A HOSTAGE!
AND SHORTLY...

THE SEA SERPENT MUST HAVE SUBMERGED AGAIN, AQUAMAN! BUT ARE YOU SURE YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING?

IT'S A HUNDRED TO ONE SHOT AQUALAD--BUT IT'S OUR ONLY CHANCE! SO, HERE GOES!

AS THE SEA KING PLUNGES INTO THE WAVES...

THE SEA SERPENT HAS SURFaced-- AND IT IS LUNGING AFTER THE TRAPPED MAN.

THEN...

YOU SEE! AQUAMAN COMMANDED A SQUAD OF ELECTRIC EELS TO GIVE THE SEA SERPENT A SHOCK THAT JOLTED IT BACK.

MY PLAN HAD BETTER WORK-- OR I'M A GONER!
YOUR FRIEND HAS INDEED GREAT POWERS--BUT HE WILL FIND THAT THE SEA SERPENT IS NOT EASILY DOWNS!

LOOK! HE WAITS NOT FOR THE MONSTER TO RECOVER--HE FLEES TOWARD THE OPEN SEAS. HE HAS TRICKED US--HE IS TRYING TO ESCAPE!

IS AQUAMAN REALLY DESERTING HIS YOUNG ALLY?

BUT, THE SEA SERPENT HAS THROWN OFF THE ELECTRIC EELS--HE WILL SOON OVERTAKE YOUR FRIEND.

A FEW FEET MORE--AND I'LL BE PAST THE COASTAL WATERS!

AMAZING! THE MONSTER HAS STOPPED--YOUR FRIEND HAS ESCAPED TO SAFETY!

THAT'S JUST WHAT HAPPENED WHEN WE FIRST TRIED TO GET TO THE ISLAND! AND AQUAMAN KNEW THAT!
Suddenly, the electric eels go into action again and...

GREAT DAY! The electric eels shocked the serpent again--forcing it to leap over the coastal boundary!

And, next instant...

I was right! The serpent is starting to vanish!

All eyes are glued to the fantastic phenomenon, as...

Aquaman deliberately lured it to that point! The serpent is going... going...

Shortly as Aquaman returns to the island...

Gone!

Whew! That was close, timing, Aquaman!

I figured the wizard who created the sea serpent limited it to the coastal waters--and that it would disappear if it could be provoked to break its spell!
WE THANK YOU, MAN OF THE SEA! NO LONGER SHALL WE BE PRISONERS OF OUR OWN ISLAND! NOW WE SHALL BUILD LARGER BOATS, TO TAKE US TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD!

AH--! I HAVE A GIFT FOR YOU, AQUAMAN-- AS A TOKEN OF OUR GRATITUDE!

THE MAGIC SHELL! THANKS TO YOU, WE NO LONGER HAVE ANY USE FOR IT!

HMM... WHAT'S PUZZLING ME IS, WHAT USE COULD CAPTAIN SYKES POSSIBLY HAVE FOR IT?

CONCLUDED IN CHAPTER 3
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**FACTS ON FISH**

**NIGHTY, NIGHT!**

According to the Smithsonian Institution, there is a fish that wears a nightgown. It rips it off every morning after a night's rest. It prepares the gown itself and slips into it. This gauzy creation is made with its own secretion at night-time.

**FISH CAN TELL THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RED AND GREEN LIGHTS. THIS WAS DISCOVERED BY A PSYCHOLOGIST AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON.**

**HA-HA! TODAY I'LL STAY ON LAND.**

**THE FLUTA, A FISH IN SOUTHEAST ASIA, IS THE LATEST CANDIDATE FOR THE MISSING LINK IN EVOLUTION BETWEEN FISH AND LAND-LIVING ANIMALS. THESE FISHES COME OUT OF THE WATER TO SLITHER ALONG IN THE MUD. THE SCIENTIST WHO DISCOVERED THIS WAS JUST HONORED BY THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ICYHOLOGISTS.**
THE FASTEST FISH ALIVE

Not long ago, a French scientist coaxed a variety of fish to a water track he constructed in the River Vienne. There, the fish took off downstream, pitted against a champion human swimmer.

The human swimmer clocked in at the finish line after achieving a top speed of about four miles per hour. The winner? A lowly salmon who beat all competition with a swift 25 miles per hour dash.

If 25 mph still seems pretty slow in this jet age, you must remember that the resistance of water is something like 700 times that of air. Translate this speed to the air, and the salmon would probably achieve fantastic airborne speeds.

Fish can thank their physical structure for their great speed and maneuverability. Their underwater streamlined is perfect, as man long ago recognized when he constructed the submarine and the torpedo. The "jet propulsion," the streams of water ejection swiftly backwards through the gills, the tapering, molded body and bullet-shaped head, combine to make the fish ideally suited for underwater action.

The fish moves chiefly by the rippling undulation of its body, aided by the streams of water from the gills. But other organs are built-in to serve as steering devices, balancers, brakes and aids to sudden movement. Most remarkable of all is the swim-pouch inside the fish, a kind of gas-filled sac lying just above the gullet.

This acts as a sort of lifebuoy, adjusting the gas contents according to the degree of water pressure encountered at varying depths. Thus a fish can dive deeply or speed near the surface without experiencing any discomfort at the sudden changes in external pressure.

Clues of the relative speeds of fish can be found in the shape and tail formation. The fastest fish have long, cigar-shaped bodies. Fish with short, compressed bodies are slower-moving. Fish with deeply forked tails are fastest over long distances, while those with square or rounded tails are usually slowpokes.

There are a number of fascinating ways used by scientists to measure the speed of the denizens of the deep. One is a "fish-o-meter," which is attached to a rod to register the speed at which the line is run out. Another is a device in which tank fish are harnessed with a silk cord which unwinds over a pulley, setting off a sensitive relay once every revolution. A third is by taking a film of swimming fish and working out the speed by juxtaposing the varying positions on each frame of the film.

Among the smaller fish, the trout is right behind the salmon with a maximum speed of about 23 miles per hour. Devilfish hit a top speed of 14 miles per hour and bass is right behind with 12 miles. Barbels scoot along at 11 miles per hour, perch at 10 mph, and eels dart along at about seven mph.

The fastest fish alive is without a doubt the sailfish, a variety of the swordfish. This fish has been known to hit a top speed of nearly 70 miles an hour, and anything over 60 mph is usual for these speedy sea creatures. But the tunny is no slouch either. Clocked by a "fish-o-meter," the tunny can spurt off at a fast 40 mph.

For sheer impact of speed, the swordfish hooks first prize. If you don’t think so, consider that this fish has been known to drive its rapier through a boat’s hull constructed of hardwood sheathed with copper and faced with oak, to a depth of 20 inches. To accomplish this, the swordfish had to be going at least 60 miles an hour.

The slowest fish alive? It is the octopus, which sloshes around at about 4 miles per hour. But don’t sneer. Four miles an hour is the top speed achieved by human swimmers.
The Menace of the Genie-Creature

Chapter 3

HA, HA! AND NOW, I SHALL SNATCH YOU OUT OF THE SEA AND END YOUR CAREERS!
SOMETIME LATER, THE AQUATIC ACES RETURN FROM THEIR FINAL MISSION.
AND... I'VE GOT YOUR SHELL, CAPTAIN SYKES! BUT I WON'T
FAIR ENOUGH. CLIMB ABOARD. AND I'LL TAKE YOU TO WHERE
I'VE HIDDEN THE SHIP!
AND BEFORE LONG, AS THE S.S. SEAHAWK
HEADS FOR THE COASTLINE...
WHY--WE'RE MOVING THROUGH A HIDDEN "PASS"
IN THESE CLIFFS!

WELCOME TO MY MARITIME HEAD-
QUARTERS, ME HEARTIES!
A SECRET BAY!

AND THERE'S THE VULCAN!
EXACTLY... RELEASE
THE SHIP AND ITS CREW, MATIES! CAPTAIN
SYKES ALWAYS KEEPS HIS PROMISE!

AND AS THE RESCUED VESSEL STEAMS
OUT TO FREEDOM...
OKAY, CAPTAIN SYKES! HERE'S THE SHELL!
HA, HA; THANK YOU, THANK YOU!
But, next instant,... you fools! You played right into my hands!... maties—Bring me the chest from the cave.

What's going on, Sykes?

"Ha, ha, I'll be glad to tell you! This chest and the shell that will open it belonged to an ancient wizard, who kept them separated so that only he could use them!"

"As soon as I place the magic shell close to the chest, the vibrations of the shell's wailing sound will unlock the magic chest, and—"

Come out, come out, my genie-creature!

"It will grow by leaps and bounds, until..."

"And, aboard my magic mount, I shall sally forth..."

"Ha, ha, nothing can stop me now—nothing!"

Just think! This fantastic creature has but one goal in life—to obey my every command!"
"I shall swoop down on ships carrying rich cargoes, and..."

"That's it! Scoop it up!"

"And carry it off to my maritime headquarters!"

"If the naval authorities try to interfere with me..."

"This will teach you a lesson. You'll never forget!"

"Ha, ha! No guns can harm my indestructible genie-creature!"

"Blam! Blam!"
"But my very first act will be to take care of..."

Aquaman and Aqualad--I shall snatch you out of the sea and end your careers!

As the chest is brought out...

Ah! Here it is! Soon I shall be the most powerful man in the world!

Now watch, Aquaman!

But...

Huh? Something is wrong! Why isn't the chest opening?

Perhaps I can explain, Sykes! I noticed the identical markings on the chest and the ancient shell...

I figured there must be a connection between the two! And since I suspected that you had a sinister scheme in mind, I substituted this false shell for the original!
AQUAMAN

YOU DOUBLE-DEALER! I'LL FIX YOU FOR THIS... SHOOT, MATIES, SHOOT!

INTO THE BAY, AQUALAD!

BUT BEFORE A SINGLE trigger CAN BE SQUEEZED...

YIPES! THOSE OCTOPUS ARE KNOCKING THE GUNS OUT OF OUR HANDS BY THROWING ROCKS!

EEEEE! BLAST THAT SWORDFISH!

BRING ME THE MACHINE-GUN!

BUT THEY'LL BE OUT OF THE BAY BY THEN!

THINK SO?

SUFFERING SARDINES! LOOK, AQUAMAN--A GATE WITH BARS--COMING DOWN AND TRAPPING US IN THE BAY! WE'LL NEVER GET OUT OF RANGE OF SYKES' MACHINE-GUN NOW!
AQUAMAN

But a telepathic S.O.S. brings instant aid from a nearby whale.

Hurry up with that anchor chain!

And as Aquaman secures one end of the chain to the gate...

We're free!

You sure will, unless you throw that weapon into the bay.

Yes, yes -- I'll do anything -- only save me!

And, before long...

All aboard -- and hurry!

Shiver me timbers! Their escape stunt has weakened the cliff walls! They're starting to collapse! We'll be crushed!
Just as the whale clears the passage to the bay...

Whump

There goes your maritime headquarters, Captain Sykes!

But don't worry—you and your pals will have a new home—in the nearest jail!

And so, awhile later, on the ocean floor...

There's no way to destroy the chest—but without the shell, it can never be opened.

And luckily the shell can be destroyed, as the hammerhead shark is proving!

The End
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<td>3,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter Dollars</td>
<td>3,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln Pennies</td>
<td>200.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Illustrated: 1804 silver dollar — 19,000 minted, only 12 accounted for — where are the rest?

MADE OF DURABLE PLASTIC, EACH ON ITS OWN BASE, MEASURING UP TO 4 1/2 INCHES!

PACKED in this FOOTLOCKER
TOY STORAGE BOX

EACH FOOTLOCKER CONTAINS:

| 4 Tanks     | 8 Machinegunners | 4 Bombers |
| 4 Jeeps     | 8 Sharpshooters   | 4 Trucks  |
| 4 Battleships| 4 Infantrymen    | 8 Jet Planes |
| 4 Cruisers  | 8 Officers       | 8 Cannon  |
| 4 Sailors   | 8 Waves          | 4 Bazookamen |
| 4 Riflemen  | 8 Wacs           | 4 Marksmen |

Best Values Co., Dept. BV-4A
19th Floor, 43 West 61st St., New York 23, New York

RUSH YOUR LATEST LARGE COIN CATALOGUE LISTING THE ACTUAL PRICES YOU WILL PAY FOR UNITED STATES COINS. 1 enclose $1. Send Postage Prepaid.

JOSELY CO., Dept. TNC-4A
Carle Place
Long Island, N.Y. Y. NO
HERE'S MY $1.25!
C.O.D.'s
Rush, the TOY SOLDIERS TO ME!

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: __________________ State: ____

Canada and foreign orders send $1.30 postal money order.
Nationally Famous
PRIZES
FOR YOU
OR BIG 40% CASH PROFITS

IT'S EASY TO SELL
OUR BEAUTIFUL CARDS
FOR ONLY
$1.25 PER BOX

JOIN THE ORIGINAL J.S.C.A. Get Your Prizes this Fast Easy Way!

You can get this OFFICIAL J.S.C.A. BADGE

JOIN J.S.C.A. MAIL COUPON TODAY!

JUNIOR SALES CLUB OF AMERICA
SPRINGFIELD 1, MASS. DEPT. NC-1

Enroll me as a member of the J.S.C.A. and send me AT ONCE FREE Membership Card, FREE Prize Catalog, complete details on how to get valuable prizes plus a supply of 12 All Occasion Card boxes to sell.

NAME __________ ________
ADDRESS
CITY __________ ZONE __________ STATE __________
MAKE MONEY

GET PRIZES

with Fast Selling American Seeds

Take your choice of these wonderful prizes. They can be yours—quickly, easily. Many prizes shown here and many more in our Big Prize Book are given WITHOUT COST for selling just one 48-pack order of American Vegetable and Flower Seeds at 15c a pack. Some of the larger prizes require more sales or extra money as explained in the Big Prize Book.

Send NO MONEY, We Trust You

Everybody wants American Seeds. They're fresh and ready to grow. You'll sell them quickly to family, friends and neighbors. Many boys and girls sell their packs in one day. You can too—and get your prize at once. Or, if you want money instead of a prize, keep $2.40 for every 48-pack order you sell. Mail coupon today for your first order of American Seeds and Big Prize Book—and give the other coupon to a friend.

MAIL ONE COUPON TODAY
Give the Other to a Friend

OUR 44th YEAR

EXTRA! $1800 IN CASH & AWARDS
given away in the PROMPTNESS CONTEST
YOU MAY WIN:

- RCA TV Set
- Family-Size Swimming Pool or…
- $100 CASH

Information: sent with Big Prize Book and Seeds. BE PROMPT—mail coupon now.

Please send me your Big Prize Book and one order of 48 packs of American Seeds. I'll sell them at 15c a pack, send you the money and choose my prize. Send seeds checked.

- All Flower Seeds
- Mixed Vegetable and Flower Seeds

Name:

Address:

Town:

State:

Please send me your Big Prize Book and one order of 48 packs of American Seeds. I'll sell them at 15c a pack, send you the money and choose my prize. Send seeds checked.

- All Flower Seeds
- Mixed Vegetable and Flower Seeds

Name:

Address:

Town:

State: